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Abstract—Since the advent of machine learning, deep neural networks, and computer graphics, the field of 2D image to 3D model 

conversion has made tremendous strides. As a result, many algorithms and methods for converting 2D to 3D images have been developed, 

including SFM, SFS, MVS, and PIFu. Several strategies have been compared, and it was found that each has pros and cons that make it 

appropriate for particular applications. For instance, SFM is useful for creating realistic 3D models from a collection of pictures, whereas SFS is 

best for doing so from a single image. While PIFu can create extremely detailed 3D models of human figures from a single image, MVS can 

manage complicated situations with varied lighting and texture. The method chosen to convert 2D images to 3D ultimately depends on the 

demands of the application. 

Keywords-2-D image, 3-D model, SFM, SFS, MVS, PIFu, Machine learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A fascinating and quickly developing area of computer 

vision and image processing is 2D to 3D picture conversion. It 

entails taking a 2D image and turning it into a 3D 

representation, enabling better visualization and depth 

perception. The technology underlying this conversion process 

has a wide range of uses, from the entertainment sector to 

virtual reality and medical imaging. The quality and accuracy 

of 2D-to-3D image conversion have substantially increased 

thanks to recent developments in machine learning, deep 

neural networks, and computer graphics, making it a viable 

area for continued research and development. 

For product design, prototyping, testing, and manufacturing, 

various sectors use 3D modeling. In order to visualize and plan 

building plans, architects and construction experts utilize 3D 

models. This enables them to find design defects and 

maximize efficiency prior to the start of construction. 3D 

models are also used in the automotive sector to develop car 

systems and parts, simulate vehicle performance, and assess 

crashworthiness. In the medical field, 3D models are used to 

simulate the activity of organs and tissues, plan and visualize 

procedures, and design unique implants and prosthetics. In 

addition, the entertainment sector makes extensive use of 3D 

modeling to produce realistic visual effects, animations, and 

video games. As 3D modeling technology continues to evolve, 

more businesses are utilizing it to streamline their processes, 

cut costs, and improve their goods and services. 

The convenience and ease-of-use of currently available 3D-

capable technology, such as Televisions, Blu-ray players, 

gaming consoles, and Smartphone’s, has not yet been matched 

by the development of 3D content. In contrast to 2D content, 

which has been around for decades and is widely available 

today, 3D content is rather hard to get by. This is mostly 

because creating 3D models is more difficult and time-

consuming than creating 2D photographs, which can be done 

quickly using a camera or a digital drawing tool. The 

equipment and abilities needed for 3D modeling and rendering 

are also more difficult to obtain than those for creating 2D 

material. Due to the dearth of 3D content, many applications 

that would benefit from it, such virtual reality and augmented 

reality, are constrained. As a result, the capacity to transform 

2D photos to 3D might be a game-changer by enabling the 

generation of new 3D material utilizing 2D content that 

already exists and so addressing the lack of 3D content. 

This paper presents a systematic comparative study on 

current methods used to convert 2-D images to 3-D models. 

The techniques covered in the paper include: 

• PIFu (Pixel-Aligned Implicit Function) 
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• PIFuHD (Pixel-Aligned Implicit Function HD) 

• SFS (Shape from Shading) 

• SFM (Structure from Motion) 

• MVS (Multi-View Stereo) 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

For the creation of this paper, a lot of research was done. A 

few notable papers have been discussed in this section of the 

paper. 

Natsume R et. al [1] presented a new technique Pixel-

aligned Implicit Function (PIFu). It is an implicit 

representation that synchronizes the local context of a 2D 

image's pixels with that of its corresponding 3D object. They 

suggested a fully-featured deep learning technique that can 

derive texture and 3D surface from a single image and, 

optionally, from a set of input photographs for digitizing 

persons who are clothed elaborately. 

After PIFu, an updated version was released in [2] by 

ChanE R.  et. al. It was named PIFu hd. The difference 

between both the algorithms is that compared to PIFu, PIFu 

HD creates 3D reconstructions of higher quality and with more 

precise details. PIFu and PIFuhd are comparatively latest 

techniques that came into market around 2019-2020. But 

before these were introduced other techniques were used(like 

SFS, SFM, etc), which are also discussed in detail throughout 

the paper. 

Xiang Wang et. Al. [10], presented a paper on multi-view 

stereo technique. The study detailed various widely used 

datasets and the accompanying metrics for evaluation, and it 

showed how MVS was implemented. Finally, a number of 

perceptive conclusions and difficulties are advanced 

illuminating prospective study options. 

Kholil, Moch et. Al.[8], implemented 2 algorithms: MVS 

and SFM. In an effort to preserve three-dimensional artefacts 

in the Penataran Temple cultural heritage zone, they used these 

methods of three-dimensional model reconstruction. Up to 61 

photos of various items in the vicinity of the BlitarPenataran 

Temple were taken for this study. The captured images were 

converted into a 3D model utilizing the meshroom's Structure 

From Motion (SFM)technique. 

These are only a few of the many papers surveyed. A certain 

methodology was followed while doing the survey of papers. 

It can be observed in the diagram shown in Figure 1. 

 

The survey started with a clear definition of problem 

statement. It was vital for the research, for us to understand the 

problem statement purpose and of this survey. After its careful 

study, papers related to the problem domain were researched. 

The main sources of our papers were – google scholar and 

arxiv. Both are digital libraries or archives that have countless 

research papers that researchers can refer to. The papers 

surveyed gave us an insight on the various methodologies and 

approaches that were implemented. We carefully studied these 

papers and listed down the observations and results. This can 

be observed in Table 1. 

 
Figure 1. Block Diagram for methodology implemented for 

survey. 

III. METHODS 

This section of the paper represents a brief overview of all 

the techniques that are used to implement the conversion of 2-

D image to 3-D modeling. 

A. PIFu 

The deep learning system known as PIFu, or Pixel-Aligned 

Implicit Function, permits the reconstruction of a 3D 

representation of an object from just a single 2D photograph. 

The technique employs an implicit function to match the 

object’s 3D geometry with the pixels of the image taken as 

input in order to produce the best results. The genesis of PIFu 

was described in [1]. 

 

PIFu makes use of a neural network architecture to produce 

an implicit function that depicts the object's 3D surface from a 

2D image as input. As a continuous function that can be 

evaluated at any location in space, the implicit function serves 

as a representation of the object's three-dimensional surface. 

PIFu can produce a 3D model of the item that precisely 

replicates the appearance of the 2D input image by lining up 

the implicit function with the pixels of the input image. PIFu 

excels at creating 3D models of human subjects from a single 

photograph, whether the subjects are dressed or not. The 

algorithm can create high-resolution 3D models with precise 

details, including folds and wrinkles, and it can manage a 

variety of garment styles and positions. PIFu has many uses in 
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a variety of industries, including video games, fashion design, 

and virtual and augmented reality. The PIFuHD algorithm is 

an improvement of the PIFu algorithm, which was first 

introduced in a research article by the same authors in 2020 

and is also known as Pixel-Aligned Implicit Function for 

High-Resolution Clothed Human Digitization [3]. PIFuHD 

was created primarily to enhance the reconstruction of highly 

detailed 3D models of clothed human people. 

 

The ground truth surface for surface reconstruction is 

represented in PIFu as a continuous 3D occupancy field with 

0.5 levels: 

 

(1) 

 

To create a pixel-aligned implicit function (PIFu) fv, the 

mean squared error is typically reduced: 

(2) 

B. PIFuHD 

Similar to PIFu, PIFuHD reconstructs 3D models from 2D 

pictures using a neural network architecture. A multi-level 

hierarchical structure that better captures the details of the 3D 

model, a novel texture mapping algorithm for synthesizing 

high-quality textures for the reconstructed model[51], and a 

feature that enables the reconstruction of multiple human 

subjects in a single image are just a few of the significant 

advancements made by PIFuHD. 

The latter's capacity to handle photos with greater 

resolutions is one of the main distinctions between PIFu and 

PIFuHD. While PIFu is limited to 512 x 512 pixels, PIFuHD 

can produce 3D models with a resolution of up to 2048 × 2048 

pixels. There are several uses for PIFuHD's enhanced 

capabilities, notably in the fashion and entertainment sectors. 

Also, PIFuHD's developments have helped the field of 

computer vision by making it possible to create 3D 

reconstruction algorithms from 2D images that are more 

precise and effective. 

C. SFS 

A traditional computer vision technique called SFS (Shape 

from Shading) determines an object's 3D shape based on the 

shading information in a 2D image. It presumes that the 

surface of the object is Lambertian, reflecting light uniformly 

in all directions. The fundamental tenet of SFS is that one may 

estimate the orientation of the surface normal’s of an object at 

each pixel by using the shading information in an image. SFS 

can reconstruct the object's 3D geometry up to a scale factor 

by integrating these normal vectors. 

The procedure usually assumes that the picture is 

illuminated by a single point light source and that the object 

has a smooth surface devoid of any sharp edges or occlusions 

in order to execute SFS. After making these presumptions, the 

algorithm analyzes the brightness gradients in the image to 

estimate the surface normal vector at each pixel. There are 

several SFS variations, including the Photometric Stereo 

technique, which determines the surface normal’s using 

multiple images of the same object taken in various lighting 

conditions, and the Shape from Polarization technique, which 

determines the surface normal’s using information about the 

polarization of the light. SFS is a useful method for creating a 

3D model of an object from a 2D image, but it has its 

limitations. For instance, it has limitations when dealing with 

objects that have specular reflections or shadows and is 

sensitive to the assumption of a Lambertian surface. Because it 

is noise-sensitive, the parameters of the camera and light 

source must be carefully calibrated. 

D. SFM 

SFM (Structure from Motion), a popular photogrammetry 

technique, reconstructs the 3D structure of an item or scene by 

looking at a set of 2D images taken at various angles. The 

method determines the 3D coordinates of points on an object's 

surface by analyzing the relationships between points in 

several photos. SFM starts by determining the camera poses 

for each input image or the location/position and orientation of 

the camera with respect to the object. Usually, direct methods 

or feature matching are used to do this. Triangulation is then 

employed by the program to estimate the 3D coordinates of 

points on the object's surface by establishing the link between 

points in several pictures. Sparse reconstruction is one of the 

techniques used to implement the SFM approach. 

With a collection of 2D picture observations, sparse 

reconstruction in SFM entails estimating the camera postures 

and sparse 3D point placements. In SFM, sparse reconstruction 

is frequently performed using various equations. Some of them 

are listed below: 

 

1) Perspective camera projection: 

                (3) 

where LHS:  the pixel coordinates of the 2D image 

observation,  

RHS 3rd matrix:  are the 3D coordinates of the point 

in world coordinates, 

, :  are the focal lengths, 

, : being the principal point coordinates, 

R: being the rotation matrix, and 

t:  being the translation vector. 

 

2) Epipolar constraint: 

(4) 
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where x and x' are respective observations of 2D image from 

two different views, and F is the fundamental matrix which 

describes the relationship between the two views. 

One of SFM's key benefits is its ability to create extremely 

detailed 3D models using just a camera or combination of 

cameras. Furthermore, as long as they can be seen in the input 

photos, SFM is capable of handling arbitrary object shapes and 

surface textures. SFM is widely applicable in a variety of 

disciplines, such as computer vision (CV), robotics, and 

remote sensing. It has applications in the mapping of 

expansive outdoor spaces for autonomous vehicles or drones 

as well as the 3D modeling of buildings and monuments and 

the reconstruction of natural scenes for virtual reality or 

gaming. 

E. MVS 

A technique called Multi-View Stereo (MVS) allows you to 

piece together the 3D geometry of objects or scenes using a 

variety of 2D images that were shot from different 

perspectives. The method involves finding the 3D coordinates 

of points on an object's surface by comparing the relationships 

between points in various photos. 

The method calculates the camera poses, or the position as 

well as orientation of the camera with respect to the object, for 

each input image before performing MVS. Techniques like 

structure from motion or calibration targets can be used to 

accomplish this. The method involves finding the 3D 

coordinates of points on an object's surface by comparing the 

relationships between points in various photos. 

Because it makes use of every image that is available, MVS 

differs from other methods like SfM and SfM-based stereo in 

that it estimates the depth of every point in the scene. As a 

result, it generates 3D reconstructions that are more precise 

and detailed. As long as they are discernible in the input 

photos, MVS can also handle intricate item shapes and surface 

textures. Most Multi-View Stereo (MVS) techniques include 

minimizing an energy function made up of a regularization 

term and a data term. The regularization term encourages 

smoothness in the estimated depth map, while the data term 

evaluates similarity between the observed pictures and the 

reconstructed depth map. The energy function for MVS can be 

expressed in the following general form: 

 

      (5) 

 

where D is the depth map, lambda is a regularization 

parameter, and  and  are the data term and 

regularization term, respectively. 

 

The data term is typically defined as: 

 
)))   (6) 

where i indexes over the input images, (x, y) are pixel 

coordinates,  = i-th image’s intensity at (x,y),  is the 

intensity value of the warped i-th image at (x, y) using the 

estimated depth map D, and  is a weight function that can be 

used to assign different weights to different images based on 

their quality or other criteria. 

 

Typically, the regularization term has the following definition: 

 
   (7) 

 

where grad x and grad y are denoted as the gradients in the 

x and y directions, respectively, and p controls how smooth the 

predicted depth map is. 

 

Utilizing optimization methods such as Graph Cut, Belief 

Propagation, or Variational Techniques, the energy function is 

reduced to produce the final depth map. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

For MVS, the authors in [8] utilized a dataset of 61 images 

of a statue from different angles. The images were fed as input 

to the algorithm and as an output it reconstructed a 3D model.  

 

Figure 2.Image dataset. 

 

Figure 3.3D Model reconstruction. 
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When SFM is considered, One view must be regarded as 

camera 1 and the other as camera 2 for the straightforward 

situation of structure from two fixed cameras or one moving 

camera. Camera 1 is positioned at the origin, and the algorithm 

in this case assumes that its optical axis is parallel to the z-

axis.  

 

                        Figure 4. Position of cameras shown on axis 

In [9], following process was followed to successfully 

implement the algorithm of SFM: 

 

Figure 5.Steps for generating SFM output. 

Moving on to SFS, this approach is comparatively 

primitive. The SFS model presupposes that the surface normal, 

albedo, and light source direction are functions of the 

measured picture intensity. With the help of illumination and 

shading data that are already known, SFS attempts to estimate 

the unknown surface normal. The complexity of SFS makes it 

a difficult problem to solve, and a number of variables can 

affect how accurately the surface normal is computed. The 

output of this algorithm is demonstrated below. 

 

 

Figure 6. (Input) Image given. 

 

Figure 7. (Output) Image constructed. 

As it can be observed from the above images, the 3D model 

reconstruction from SFS algorithm is not very accurate. When 

compared to PIFu, the Structured from Motion (SfM) and 

Shape from Shading (SfS) techniques fall short in terms of 

producing precise 3D models. SfM makes it challenging to 

obtain dense 3D models since it takes a lot of photos and a lot 

of overlap between them. On the other hand, SfS has a limited 

ability to recreate surfaces with fine features or texture and is 

highly dependent on lighting conditions. Contrarily, PIFu 

makes use of a neural network to infer 3D shapes from 2D 

photographs, making it more reliable and accurate at creating 

complex 3D models even from a single image. 

 

The last one is PIFu and PIFu hd. PIFu has a number of 

benefits over other 2D to 3D reconstruction algorithms, 

including: 

• Increased precision: PIFu utilizes a deep neural 

network to learn the object’s geometry and estimate 

the surface normal at each pixel, leading to more 

precise and complete 3D reconstructions. 

• Performance in real-time: PIFu can produce 3D 

models in real-time, making it appropriate for uses 

like virtual try-on and augmented reality. 

http://www.ijritcc.org/
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• PIFu is more generalizable than other algorithms 

since it can create 3D models of things with variable 

shapes and textures, as opposed to other methods that 

depend on precise assumptions about the geometry of 

the object. PIFu is simple to use and takes little input 

from the user, making it usable by non-experts. 

 In general, PIFu significantly outperforms current 2D-to-

3D conversion algorithms by means of accuracy, real-time 

performance, and generalizability. 

 

As presented in [1], following are the results obtained from 

implementing PIFu: 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Input and output of PIFu 

 

A better version of PIFu, called PIFu HD, was created with 

high-resolution image inputs in mind. Their network designs 

are the primary distinction between PIFu and PIFu HD. With 

additional convolutional layers and a better quality feature 

map than PIFu, PIFu HD employs a deeper network. 

Furthermore, PIFu HD employs a multi-scale strategy to more 

effectively gather features at various scales. 

PIFu HD, as opposed to PIFu, generates 3D reconstructions 

of higher quality and with more minute features. Due to its 

more complex network architecture, PIFu HD is slower than 

PIFu and needs more processing resources. The exact 

application and the available computational resources will 

determine which of PIFu and PIFu HD to use. 

The above discussed algorithms are only a few of many 

algorithms that can be utilized to implement conversion of 2-D 

image to 3-D model. We reviewed around 40 different papers 

on this topic and summarized their approach and findings in 

table 1. Table 1 contains 5 main columns. First is the year of 

publication of paper, the method proposed or used, dataset 

used by them to implement their methodology or algorithm, 

the performance metrics used by the authors of the papers to 

analyze their results and measure their success and the last is 

values of those performance metrics. Table 1 gives concise 

information about all the papers reviewed and helps 

understand the current scene or trend in the industry. 

http://www.ijritcc.org/
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    TABLE 1. 

Observations on Results, methods, and Datasets. 

P. ID Year  Method Used Dataset Used Performance 

Matrices  

Value 

[1] 2019 PIFU Buff Chamfer 1.14 

[2] 2019 PIX2VOX-A ShapeNet,Pix3D IoU 0.288 

[3] 2020 ML-PIFU (ALTERNATE) 

PIFuHD 

ML-PIFu (end-to-end) 

BUFF 

CAPE 

RenderPeople 

Chamfer 1.1.73 

2.3.237 

3.1.525 

[4] 

 

2021 GENERALIZED BINARY SEARCH NETWORK 

(GBINET) 

DTU Accuracy 0.327 

[5] 2022 SHAPE ENCODER Market-HQ MaskIoU (%) 81.1 

[6] 2022 ONET NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

MODEL(PROPOSED METHOD) 

3DPeople IoU 

Chamfer 

1.0.610 

2.0.100  

[6] 2022 3D-C2FT ShapeNet F-score 0.464 

[7] 2022 FVOR-POSE ShapeNet Pixel Error 18.0/5.0 

[8] 2022 VIEW-DEPENDENT DEPTH SAMPLING ShapeNet-S, ProSketch and 

AmateurSketch 

Chamfer Distance 9.515 

3.868 

9.657 

[9] 2022 SIMPLERECON ScanNetv2 F-score 0.671 

[10] 2022 SSP3D ShapeNet 

Pix3D 

mean IoU 61.64 

35.39 

[11] 2022 PIFUHD 

PIFu 

NeRF CD 0.099† 

0.048 

[12] 2022 MULTI-VIEW GUIDED MVS BlendedMVG 

DTU 

Accuracy 0.339 mm 

0.325  

[13] 2022 NON-METRIC MULTI - DIMENSIONAL 

SCALING (NMDS) 

CelebA 

CASIA3D- 

Average MSE 0.14 ± 0.037 

1.50 0.18 

[14] 2022 EG3D-RENDERDIFFUSION ShapeNet 

Clevr 

PSNR 25.4 

39.8 

[15] 2022 BOOTSTRAPPED RADIANCE FIELD 

INVERSION 

SRN Cars,SRN Chairs ,CARLA Pose estimation 

accuracy 

10.84◦ 

7.29◦ 

1.08◦ 

[16] 2022 DP-NERF synthetic and real 

scene dataset 

PSNR 

SSIM 

LPIPS 

23.67 

0.7299 

0.1082 

[17] 2022 BAD-NERF Deblur-NeRF 

Synthetic and Real 

datasets 

PSNR 

SSIM 

LPIPS 

29.3 

0.87 

0.11 

[18] 2022 FAST-SNARF DFaust Accuracy 81.2% 

[19] 2022 PATCHMATCH-STEREO-TYPES Self Created dataset SLAM 

densification 

1.119s, 2.+0 

[20] 2022 NEURALLIFT-360 NeRF CLIP Distance 0.4498 

[21] 2022 NOPE-SAC Matterport3D,ScanNet Translation mean 1.0.94, 2.0.65 
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[22] 2022 NERDI DTU PSNR 8.000 

[23] 2022 SCENERF SemanticKITTI 

BundleFusion 

Recall 1.40.96 

2.47.92 

[24] 2022 SDFUSION ShapeNet 

BuildingNet 

Pix3D 

fidelity (UHD) 

diversity (TMD) 

Chamfer Distance 

F-Score 

0.0557, 0.1116 

0.0885, 0.0745 

3.1.852 

4. 0.432 

[25] 2023 MONO-STAR FlyingThings3D 

Monkaa 

Sintel 

SAD-graph t=38 

[26] 2023 MULTI-VIEW SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION,D 

COLOUR-GUIDED DEPTH MAP 

ENHANCEMENT 

MobileBrick Accuracy 85.9% 

[27] 2023 MULTIVIEW COMPRESSIVE CODING (MCC) Hypersim Accuracy 66.3% 

[28] 2023 ATTENTION COLLABORATION-BASED 

REGRESSOR 

InterHand2.6M, 

FreiHand 

MPJPE 1.7.41 

2.6.9 

[29] 2023 Multi-Person Coarse Reconstruction Portrait Relighting Dataset (PR-

Senior, PR-Young) 

PSNR 1.30.60 

2.30.13 

[30] 2023 Zero-1-to-3 Google Scanned Objects 

RTMV 

PSNR 1.18.378 

2.10.405 

[31] 2023 NeuS+ NeRF Chamfer-L1 22.07 

[32] 2023 Zolly PDHuman,SPEC-MT 

HuMMan 

PA-MPJPE 1.39.4 

2.65.8 

3.23.0 

[33] 2023 PAniC-3D Vroid 3D dataset 

Vtuberdataset 

AnimeRecon benchmark 

LPIPS 

CLIP 

PSNR 

1. 18.26 

2. 94.97 

3. 16.96 

[34] 2023 MVAS Real life objects 1.Chamfer distance 

2. F-score 

1.0.307 

2.0.816 

[35] 2023 SVIn2 GinnieBallroom 

Cenote 

Coral Reef 

Precision 1.85.6 

2.91.2 

3.81.8 

[36] 2023 ALIKE-N Hpatches MMA 

MHA 

75.23% 

74.44% 

[37] 2023 Progressive Volume Distillation with Active 

Learning 

Synthetic-NeRF,LLFF 

TanksAndTemples 

R2L+AL 

KiloNeRF+AL 

30.35 

29.21 

[38] 2023 1.JaxNeRF 

2.Plenoxels 

3.DVGO 

DTU IMRC 18.54 

16.00 

18.27 

[39] 2023 1.Apparent Contour Event (ACE) 

2. Mask-24 

3. Mask-12 

MOEC-3D Chamfer Distance 2.4267 

3.2652 

4.3856 

[40] 2023 Simple Learned Keypoints(SiLK) ScanNet Accuracy 99.1% 
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Figure 9. Datasets encountered in the survey of all papers 

 

The pie chart in Figure 9 represents all the various datasets 

that have been used in the papers that have been listed in Table 

1. As observed most datasets that was used is ShapeNet 

dataset, DTU being a close second. This could be because 

these are standard datasets, which are usually used for 

experimentation or implementation. The third most used 

dataset is a tie between NeRF standard dataset and real life 

object dataset. 

 

 
Figure 10. Performance metrics used in all papers 

 

Table 1 also lists the performance matrices that have been used 

by the respective authors to compare and analyze the 

efficiency and overall performance of their implemented 

algorithm. The graph in Figure 10, shows the most used 

performance metrics. It is PSNR, Accuracy being a close 

second. The peak signal-to-noise ratio between two pictures is 

calculated by the PSNR block, it is expressed in decibels. The 

quality of the original and compressed photos is contrasted 

using this ratio. 

 

 
Figure 11. Comparing PSNR values all algorithms 

 

The bar graph in Figure 11, shows comparison of PSNR 

values of various algorithms implemented in Table 1. It can be 

inferred that EG3D-RenderDiffusion is best performing. 

Multi-Person Coarse Reconstruction is second best. 

 

A. Algorithm 1 Feature extraction from a image 

function extractFeatures(image): 

keypoints = detectKeypoints(image) 

    descriptors = computeDescriptors(image,          

keypoints) 

    return keypoints, descriptors 

function detectKeypoints(image): 

 // Use a feature detection algorithm 

 //(e.g. FAST, Harris, ORB) to detect keypoints in the 

image) 

    detector = FeatureDetector.create() 

keypoints = detector.detect(image) 

    return keypoints 

function computeDescriptors(image, keypoints): 

// Use a descriptor extraction algorithm (e.g. SIFT, 

SURF, ORB)  

//to compute feature descriptors for each keypoint in 

the image 

descriptorExtractor = DescriptorExtractor.create() 

    descriptors = descriptorExtractor.compute(image, 

keypoints) 

    return descriptors 

 

This technique takes an input image and outputs a list of key 

points that were found together with their corresponding 

descriptors. A feature detection approach is used by the 

detectKeypoints() function to locate distinctive areas or points 

in the image. The computeDescriptors() method uses a 

descriptor extraction algorithm to compute feature descriptors 

for each key point. In a later stage of Vuforia's feature-based 
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image mapping technique, these descriptors are utilized to 

match the key points with reference images. 

B. Algorithm 2 Image feature mapping 

function matchFeatures(keypoints, descriptors, 

referenceImage): 

referenceKeypoints, referenceDescriptors =  

getReferenceFeatures(referenceImage) 

    matcher = FeatureMatcher.create() 

    matches = matcher.match(descriptors,  

referenceDescriptors) 

filteredMatches = filterMatches(matches) 

homography=computeHomography(keypoints,referenc

eKeypoints, filteredMatches) 

    return homography 

 

function getReferenceFeatures(referenceImage): 

referenceKeypoints, referenceDescriptors =   

extractFeatures(referenceImage) 

    return referenceKeypoints, referenceDescriptors 

 

function filterMatches(matches): 

    // Apply a filtering method (e.g. ratio test,   

    //geometric consistency) to remove unreliable 

matches 

filteredMatches = [] 

    for match in matches: 

        if isMatchValid(match): 

filteredMatches.append(match) 

    return filteredMatches 

 

function computeHomography(keypoints,  

referenceKeypoints, matches): 

    // Use a homography estimation algorithm (e.g. 

RANSAC, LMEDS)  

   //to compute the transformation matrix between the 

   // keypoints and the reference keypoints 

homography, _ = findHomography(keypoints, 

referenceKeypoints, matches) 

    return homography 

 

This algorithm outputs the homography matrix, which defines 

the transformation between the two pictures, after receiving as 

inputs the keypoints and descriptors of an image and a 

reference image. The getReferenceFeatures() function collects 

the keypoints and descriptors from the reference image while 

the matchFeatures() function compares the keypoints and 

descriptors of the input image with those of the reference 

picture. A homography matrix is constructed using the filtered 

matches, the related keypoints, and the reference keypoints 

after the matches have been filtered to remove unreliable 

matches. An augmented reality experience can be made by 

superimposing virtual objects on the input image using the 

homography matrix. 

 

C. Algorithm 3 NeRF 

initialize the input image 

initialize the neural network model 

initialize the optimization algorithm 

initialize the 3D volume 

 

while true do: 

    feed the input image to the neural network 

    obtain the 3D volume from the neural network 

output 

    optimize the 3D volume using the optimization 

algorithm 

    if need to visualize 3D model: 

        render the 3D volume using a volume rendering 

library 

    update the input image (if desired) 

 

Using NeRF, this program converts a 2D image into a 3D 

volume. The neural network outputs a 3D volume using the 

input image as its input, represented as a grid of voxels or 

another kind of spatial representation. This 3D volume 

represents the scene shown in the image taken as input. To 

match the 3D volume to the input image, an optimization 

approach (such as gradient descent) can be used. Other 

restrictions on the scene's form and appearance may also be 

included in the optimization, along with phrases that 

encourage the volume to match the image taken as input. 

The user can view the 3D model of the scene shown in the 

input image after optimization by using a volume rendering 

library to see the 3D volume. To create fresh or enhanced 3D 

models, the algorithm can be run again with an updated input 

image. 

D. Algorithm 4 PiFu HD 

initialize the input image 

initialize the neural network model 

initialize the optimization algorithm 

initialize the 3D mesh 

 

while true do: 

    feed the input image to the neural network 

    obtain the initial 3D mesh from the neural network 

output 

    optimize the 3D mesh using the optimization 

algorithm 

    refine the 3D mesh using Laplacian smoothing and 

other techniques 
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    if need to visualize 3D model: 

        render the 3D mesh using a 3D rendering library 

 

    update the input image (if desired) 

 

Using PiFu HD, this program converts a 2D image into a 3D 

model. The neural network generates a first 3D mesh as its 

output using the input image as its input. To fit the 3D surface 

to the input image, this mesh is then optimized using an 

optimization process (such gradient descent). The optimization 

can incorporate conditions that promote 3D surface 

smoothness, conformance to the input image, and other 

restrictions. Following optimization, the 3D mesh is enhanced 

using methods such Laplacian smoothing to raise its quality. 

By visualizing the 3D mesh using a 3D rendering library, the 

user can visualize the object’s 3D model depicted in the image 

taken as input. To create fresh or enhanced 3D models, the 

algorithm can be run again with an updated input image. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper's main goal was to provide a succinct overview 

and assessment of the current technologies and approaches 

used in the field of converting 2-D images to 3-D models. In 

the paper, pertinent methods are covered, including SFS, SFM, 

MVS, PIFu, and PIFu HD. It also makes an effort to thoroughly 

explain these algorithms. It goes on to explore some of the 

techniques' drawbacks and comes to the conclusion that PIFu 

HD is the most recent and effective method for carrying out the 

conversion of a 2-D image into a 3-D model. 
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